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WHAT IS 
STORM. MONEY ?
Storm.money is a gamified single staking protocol where you

can stake your bluechips and earn yield.

Each token is 100% backed by its underlying asset and

cannot depreciate in value against this underlying asset.

ON WHAT CHAIN ?
Storm.money will be launched on AVAX first.

Our goal is to go cross chain and deploy our protocol on

multiple chains later.

WHEN LAUNCH ?
Stealth launch the 5th, January 2023
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SHELTER

 HOW DOES IT WORK ?

SHELTER is a stable token and farming mechanism blended

into one. 

SHELTER is 100% backed by USDC.e and cannot depreciate, a

small tax is paid on buys and sells (1% on buys, 1% on

sells and 1% on transfers), ensuring an ever-growing

backing, with tokens burned by the contract upon buys and

sells. This ensures the value of USDC.e vs SHELTER tokens

in circulation can only increase.

When you buy SHELTER you pay 1% Purchase Tax.

When you sell SHELTER, the contract will destroy your

tokens and pay you the total value of your tokens sold less

1% Sell Tax. 

There is also a transfer tax of 1%.

As other holders buy or sell SHELTER, the backing for the

total number of SHELTER in circulation increases,

increasing the value of the SHELTER  you hold.

SHELTER offers a safe place to keep cash whilst seeing it

grow, offering the benefits of both a stable asset and

farming by just holding. 

 HOW TO BUY OR SELL ?
SHELTER will be available to trade directly on the website.

To buy, you can also send AVAX to the contract to get the

equivalent in SHELTER. To sell, send SHELTER to yourself to

receive the equivalent in USDC.e
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STORMUSDC
stormUSDC is essentially a more aggressive, gamified

version of SHELTER, offering the chance for high rewards.

The idea is to take your profits before "The Storm"

automatically cashes you out. "The Storm" is an event,

where randomly selected holders of stormUSDC will be cashed

out. You can buy back in immediately if you wish. There is

a 48 hour grace period where you will not be cashed out

after purchase (small incremental purchases do not count,

e.g.: $1000 holdings purchasing $10 to avoid cashout, the

$10 will not count for the grace period). Like SHELTER,

stormUSDC APY is driven by volume, and thus "The Storm"

helps to push the APY of stormUSDC up.

Taxes are 3% in and 3% out, with a further penalty of 1% if

you are cashed out.

Maximum 7% loss risk (this is unlikely) but potential to

earn 5-15% APY (estimated) per month if played right. You

can be cashed out of your investment by "The Storm" at any

time, but the rewards for holding will be significant. If

you sell, you receive USDC.e, if you are cashed out by "The

Storm" you will receive SHELTER.

 HOW TO BUY OR SELL ?
stormUSDC will be available to trade directly on the

website.

To buy: you can also send AVAX to the contract and receive

equivalent in stormUSDC. To sell: send stormUSDC to

yourself to receive the equivalent in USDC.e

Taxes: Buy = 3% Sell = 3% Transfer = 3%

Forced cashout via "The Storm" pays in SHELTER (note the

extra SHELTER tax)

Total tax in and out = 6% 

If you are cashed out = 7%
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STORMAVAX
stormAVAX follows the same logic as stormUSDC, but with the

underlying asset being AVAX instead of USDC.e.

You will be able to earn your favorite bluechip with a high

APY, only by holding stormAVAX.

"The Storm" can happen, where randomly selected holders of

stormAVAX will be cashed out. You can buy back in

immediately if you wish. There is a 48 hour grace period

where you will not be cashed out after purchase

Like SHELTER, and stormUSDC, stormAVAX APY is driven by

volume, and thus "The Storm" helps to push the APY of

stormAVAX up.

Taxes are 3% in and 3% out, with a further penalty of 1% if

you are cashed out.

Maximum 7% loss risk (this is unlikely) but potential to

earn 5-15% APY (estimated) per month if played right. You

can be cashed out of your investment by "The Storm" at any

time, but the rewards for holding will be significant. If

you sell, you receive AVAX, if you are cashed out by "The

Storm" you will receive SHELTER.

 HOW TO BUY OR SELL ?
stormAVAX will be available to trade directly on the

website.

To buy: you can also send AVAX to the contract and receive

equivalent in stormAVAX. To sell: send stormAVAX to

yourself to receive the equivalent in AVAX

Taxes: Buy = 3% Sell = 3% Transfer = 3%

Forced cashout via "The Storm" pays in SHELTER (note the

extra SHELTER tax)

Total tax in and out = 6% 

If you are cashed out = 7%
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STORMSPLASH
stormSPLASH follows the same logic as stormUSDC, but with

the underlying asset being SPLASH instead of USDC.e.

You will be able to earn yield on your SPLASH without

locking it into the Tap.

"The Storm" can happen, where randomly selected holders of

stormSPLASH will be cashed out. You can buy back in

immediately if you wish. There is a 48 hour grace period

where you will not be cashed out after purchase.

Like SHELTER, and stormUSDC, stormSPLASH APY is driven by

volume, and thus "The Storm" helps to push the APY of

stormSPLASH up.

Taxes are 5% in and 5% out, with a further penalty of 1% if

you are cashed out.

Maximum 10% loss risk (this is unlikely) but potential to

earn 5-15% APY (estimated) per month if played right. You

can be cashed out of your investment by "The Storm" at any

time, but the rewards for holding will be significant. If

you sell, you receive SPLASH, if you are cashed out by "The

Storm" you will receive SHELTER.

 HOW TO BUY OR SELL ?
stormSPLASH will be available to trade directly on the

website.

To buy: you can also send AVAX to the contract and receive

equivalent in stormSPLASH. To sell: send stormSPLASH to

yourself to receive the equivalent in SPLASH

Taxes: Buy = 5% Sell = 5% Transfer = 5%

Forced cashout via "The Storm" pays in SHELTER (note the

extra SHELTER tax)

Total tax in and out = 10% 

If you are cashed out = 11%
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STORMWAVE
stormWAVE follows the same logic as stormUSDC, but with the

underlying asset being WAVE instead of USDC.e.

You will be able to earn yield on your WAVE.

"The Storm" can happen, where randomly selected holders of

stormWAVE will be cashed out. You can buy back in

immediately if you wish. There is a 48 hours grace period

where you will not be cashed out after purchase.

Like SHELTER, and stormUSDC, stormWAVE APY is driven by

volume, and thus "The Storm" helps to push the APY of

stormWAVE up.

Taxes are 3% in and 3% out, with a further penalty of 1% if

you are cashed out.

Maximum 7% loss risk (this is unlikely) but potential to

earn 5-15% APY (estimated) per month if played right. You

can be cashed out of your investment by "The Storm" at any

time, but the rewards for holding will be significant. If

you sell, you receive WAVE, if you are cashed out by "The

Storm" you will receive SHELTER.

 HOW TO BUY OR SELL ?
stormWAVE will be available to trade directly on the

website.

To buy: you can also send AVAX to the contract and receive

equivalent in stormWAVE. To sell: send stormWAVE to

yourself to receive the equivalent in WAVE.

Taxes: Buy = 5% Sell = 5% Transfer = 5%

Forced cashout via "The Storm" pays in SHELTER (note the

extra SHELTER tax)

Total tax in and out = 6% 

If you are cashed out = 7%
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SPLASH
FUND

Buy back the SPLASH token and fill the Tap

Add liquidity to both SPLASH and WAVE tokens

Share with SPLASH holders in the form of airdrops and

other rewards

The goal of the Splash Fund is to provide value to all

SPLASH holders and grow the ecosystem by generating high

interests investments.

It will be used across different strategies resulting a

perpetual growth.

The Splash Fund will be used to :

The Splash Fund will be used to invest in Splash Trading,

and also other protocols to guarantee a constant inflow of

revenue.

The Splash Fund is funded by 5% of all the taxes of the

Storm.money protocol.
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Token
Underlying

Asset
Buy
tax

Sell
tax

Transfer Cashout

SHELTER USDC.e 1% 1% 1% -

stormUSDC USDC.e 3% 3% 3% 4%

stormAVAX AVAX 3% 3% 3% 4%

stormWAVE WAVE 3% 3% 3% 4%

stormSPLASH SPLASH 5% 5% 5% 6%

WAVE

SPLASHAVAX

SHELTER

USDC.E

SUMMARY

USDC.E
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